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PROBLEMS
INEN CLOZEcoze TESTING
hby7.7 rgroeerkogerhogererkK williams

many authors and teachershaveteachers have hailedhattedhagged one year between each other stuck in
doze tests as the easiest and best method of home a lot and the older twinstwins are being
testing the reading skill no doubt this type eaten at the same time the younger
of test can be the easiest A teacher chooses the students who made these responses may
a passage from a book types it onor a page have understood the passage perfectly but
deleting every sixth seventh or nth word
and requires his students to fill in the correct
answers he may give credit for only those roger williams has taught ESL for
answers which match the original or he may the past two yearsyeaiyears at pahlavi univer-

sitygive partial or full credit for acceptable iranbanhan previous to that time he
answers those which fit the slot seman-
tically

taught in the english language
ti institute at the university of guaguamm

whether clozealoze tests are the best method
of testing the reading skill is another matter how much credit should each response be
some clozealoze tests can be very good others given Is this a grammar test or a reading

may contain flaws which affect the validity comprehension test or both
and reliability of the tests teachers who one author suggests that a clozealoze test
are considering using this method should be should be given to native students first and
aware of several problems in avoidingtheseavoiding these that non natives would then be graded ac-

cordingprproblemsoblemsobrems they may nindfind that good clozealoze to the native responses I11 this is
teatstests are about as easy to constructasconstruct as good certainly a possibility when testing very
comprehension paragraph and questions advanced non natives but the eferrorsforsnorswors cited
tests above would likely not be made by natives

the first problem is that clozealoze tests only and yet are in a sense acceptable so this
partially parallel the reading process read-
ing

matter of grading reponsesresponsesrepon ses is not easily
is primarily the decoding of written resolved

symbols into meaning filling in blanks the second problem is that there seemsseem to
requires encoding or production in reading be a special talent involvedinvolvedinVinin beingbeig success-

fulregular prose both native and non-nativenonnative on a clozealoze test carroll maintains that
readers of course often encounter unfamil-
iar

because natives vary widely in their ability
words or phrases and must employ to perform well on clozealoze tests and because

inferential encoding procedures to arrive at thisibis ability correlatescorielatescoricorlelates with their ability in
second language clozealoze tests their scores ina meaning but if there are too many
the latter should be adjusted when usedinuselinused inunfamiliar words encodeencodior phrases encodinging or

filling in blankscorrectlyblanks correctly becomes quite comparison with the scoresres of0f other stuStu-sco
difficult and frustrating therefore a clozealoze dents2 he further states thatthat
test may approximapproximateate a situation in which clozealoze procedure tests depend to a con-

siderablestudents are reading material far beyond siderable extent upon cognitive ability
their level more than a situation in which variables which are completely extraneous
they are reading material on their level to foreign language success that is to

because clozealoze tests require production say even an individual who has good
scoring can become a problem if the teacher mastery of a foreign langlanguageUage may not be
chooses to give credit or partial credit able to demonstrate this mastery on a
for answers which though different from the clozealoze procedure test if he lacks certain
original are acceptable I1 it is quite other intellectual qualities such as reason-

ingpossible that students mayvritemay write words ability and ideational fluency 3

which are acceptable semantically but not carroll concludes that because success in the
grammatically consider these withwithinliliri usual types of clozealoze tests is independent of
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lanolangianolanguageguage proficiency and more dependent on temperaturetemperalyretyre 1 shshouldouid be easy t0tatp supply as
intellectual functioning clozealoze tests should be should oneone of theboutthejoutthe four woraswordswords increases
modified if used niethe blanks should be he hiserisefisenise falls decrease of course one must
suggests linguistic cues rather than crucialctuciil expect equivalent content words in this case
semantic cues or they could be multiple drops decreases or declines instead hfallsofallsof1411sailsalls
choice items or items with part of the word for example perhaps the third about could
present 4 be deleted

tillsthis brings us to the third problem the it would seem that native speakers should
blanks themselves one reason that natives be able to get a high or perfect score on a
vary in their ability to fill in the blanks is clozealoze test designed fornondornonforoor non natives if they
that when every nthmth word is deleted a high do not perhaps factors besides reading
number of crucial content words may be ability are being tested here is another
deleted often these cannot be supplied by example which isis part of a longer passage
looking at the context sometimes a student natives can fill in the blanks readily inter-

mediatewho is quite familiar with the subject matter non nativesiatives might vary according to
can fill in these crucial content words while reading ability
those la his cannotlacking special background As the circled over the airportdeleting every nth word often causes no everyone sensed itiltitiiiii i enrrinlininr something was

in with high re-
dundancy
problem an easy passage the plane movingwrong
dundancy but other should perhapspassages unsteadily the air andthrough although
receive a5 different treatment it might be

the had fastened their seatbetter for test constructorsconstructors to delete func-
tion

passengers
belts were suddenly thrownand content words which should be j
forward at that moment the airapparent from context for exexampleAmple hostess appeared looked veryasuppose a teacher is selecting a passage to pale but was quite calm speaking

use as a doze test andheandeeand he finds an article on quickly but almost in a whisper she
the speed of sound it is on or slightly informedinformedeveryoneeveryone that the pilotpaot had
helowbelow his students reading levellovelleveijovel and is faintedlaintedfainted askedifasked if any 111 111 1long enough tto0 have sufficient blanks for an the passengers knew anything
accurate measure part of the passagereadspassage reads machines or at leasthowleastleasthowhw drive
the speed of sound inalnain aairwiriT 21att ordinary a car after a moments hehesitationsitationlation a man
temperatures is about 1.1001100 feet per got upandepandup and followed the into
second which is bout one mile in five thethepilotscabirlpilots cabin6cabina
seconds or about 700 miles per hour
the speed of sound increases slightly with in short passages should be carefully
a rise iriinlri temperature and falls with a chosen according to passagelevelpassage levellevei and con-

tentdecrease in temperature it is not af-
fected

and blanks might be chosen according
by the ppressureress beofreofof thehii aairir 5 to the ease with which they can be filedfilled by

looking at the context or the structure
what problems can be anticipated first patterns

there is the problem of subject matter although this methodofmethodmethodofof testing reading
students who have not previously been has yet to be perfected clozealoze tests can be a

exposed to these concepts may do poorly useful supplement to vocabulary tests tests
secondly a good physics student may be of grammatical structures common to writ-

tenable to supply the numbers whereas other english and passages with questions
students mitmigmightht find them or aanyny calculationscalculations the teacher who experiments with clozealoze
difficult if it is determined that this subject tests should find them an exciting and
is no problem for thisthisparticularparticular group and it inventive way of testintesting9 the structural aspect
is decided to leave in the numbers which of reading

words could be omitted the phrase theahe
speed of sound is repeated and students
should reasonably be expected to supply any I11 donald JK darnelldamelidarneil the development of
one of those four words by comparisonbycornparison to an english language proficiency test of
the other phrase thephrasesthe phrases increases foreign students using a clozentropy pro-

cedurewith a rise in teMperatemperatureturetufe anandd falls with a final report research project
decrease in temperature are parallel boncon-
trasting
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